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What happened to Shazball? India 
and Kohli blasted after Test defeat

India’s media slam star cricketers
NEW DELHI: India’s media came down heavily on
their star cricketers on Wednesday after England
romped to a seven-wicket victory in the fifth Test,
calling the bowlers too wayward and questioning
Virat Kohli’s place in the side. After being in con-
trol, India were bowled out for 245 in their second
innings, setting England a record target of 378
runs that the hosts reached with ease.

Joe Root smashed an unbeaten 142 and Jonny
Bairstow hit 114 not out as England cruised to
their highest Test run-chase with two sessions to
spare at Edgbaston. When play began on Tuesday,
England needed 119 runs and early strikes could
have swung the momentum in India’s favor. “But
the visitors were simply too flat, and their bowlers
too wayward,” wrote the Times of India in a
report headlined “New England break new
ground”. 

The paper noted that in the last two away Tests
against South Africa, Indian seamers, billed as the
“best ever”, had failed to bowl with intensity or
accuracy in the fourth innings. Former captain
Kohli, 33, has been going through a prolonged
lean patch and has not hit a century since 2019
and the Hindu dai ly said it  was t ime India
addressed the elephant in the room.

“Their next Test is in December, but will Kohli
do what a Cheteshwar Pujara did and play enough
first-class cricket in the meantime to rediscover

his touch and form?” the paper asked. The
English-language daily was all praise for England,
hailing them as “magnificent”. “Joe Root’s century
must rate as one of the finest, full of grace and
power and mischief. And with Jonny Bairstow in
such stunning form, they deserved to win,” it said.

The daily said India suffered in the absence of
“Shazball”, the previous combination of Ravi
Shastri as coach and Kohli as captain, a spinoff on
“Bazball”-the nickname for the aggressive brand
of cricket played under England’s new coach
Brendon McCullum and skipper Ben Stokes. India
were led by seamer Jasprit Bumrah in the Test for
the first time in the absence of Rohit Sharma, who
tested positive for COVID-19. “Yet one can’t
shake off  the feel ing that India reneged on
Shazball, and a captain leading for the first time
was placed in a difficult position,” the Hindu said.

“Gone was the aggression and command of the
Virat Kohli years-although the then captain did go
over the top often-and the team is left with more
questions than answers.” The Indian Express
heaped special praise on Root. “In touch, in the
divinest touch of his career, he flows as smoothly
and serenely as a river. “If Bumrah cannot stop
him, perhaps no one could. That the Indian seam-
maestro came not even remotely close to trou-
bling him, let alone dismissing him, captures the
story of Root’s incredible mastery.” —AFP

BIRMINGHAM: India’s Virat Kohli sets off for a run during play on Day 3 of the fifth cricket Test match between England
and India at Edgbaston, Birmingham in central England. —AFP

‘Brave’ new England
try to shake 
up Test cricket
BIRMINGHAM: Well that might be the conclusion
of some fans who watched a resurgent England
make light of a chase of 378 in the COVID-
delayed fifth Test against India. It was the latest
example of ‘Bazball’ in action, with a seven-wicket
win in Birmingham England’s fourth successful
chase in as many Tests under a new leadership duo
of coach Brendon McCullum and captain Ben
Stokes following a 3-0 whitewash of Test world
champions New Zealand.

That series saw England chase down seemingly
stiff targets of 277, 299 and 296. No England side,
however, had previously made more to win in the
fourth innings of a Test than 359, when Stokes’ bril-
liant century secured a thrilling victory over
Australia at Headingley three years ago.

But with Joe Root (142 not out) and Jonny
Bairstow (114 not out) sharing an unbroken partner-
ship of 269, that mark was overhauled with ease at
Edgbaston as England ended a five-match series all
square at 2-2. Yet as well as former England captain
Root and Bairstow batted, they are in-form and
experienced internationals. Arguably the greatest
revelation about England’s latest run-chase was
how they attacked it from the start, with Alex Lees
and Zak Crawley, both of whom had been struggling
for runs, sharing a century opening stand in 19.5
overs - the fastest in England Test history.

‘Real clarity’
Stokes said England’s approach was down to a

change in attitude from a team that had won just one
of its 17 previous Tests prior to the New Zealand
series. “When you’ve got real clarity in what you
want to achieve as a team and how you want to play
it makes things a lot easier,” said Stokes.

“We know what we were going to do - we knew
we were always going to go out and try and chase
that down from the get-go. “A great way to explain
is that teams are perhaps better than us, but teams
won’t be braver than us. “(England spinner) Jack
Leach said that to me and it is a great way to sum
things up at the moment,” the all-rounder added.

Scoring runs quickly in Test cricket is nothing
new. A celebrated West Indies team once chased
down a target of 342 inside a day to beat England by
nine wickets at Lord’s, with opener Gordon
Greenidge making an unbeaten double century. And
the successful Australia teams of the late 1990s and
early 2000s looked to score at a rate of four per
over in order to give their bowlers as much time as
possible to take the 20 wickets needed to win a Test.

But on Tuesday, England were scoring at a rate
of nearly five an over, with the way Root reverse
scooped medium-pacer Shardul Thakur for six a
sign of how T20 shot-making, unknown to previ-
ous generations, is influencing the longer game.
Former New Zealand captain McCullum was
credited for being the inspiration behind
England’s rise from white-ball no-hopers to 2019
50-over World Cup winners and England clearly
hope he will have a similar effect now he is direct-
ly involved with the Test side.

Four matches is a small sample size, however, and
had Rishabh Pant stayed in for just a little longer in
India’s second innings, Stokes may have been granted
a wish where he “almost wanted them to get 450
(ahead), to see what we did.” India coach Rahul
Dravid, one of the best batsmen of his era, was
impressed by England but said the way Pant had
scored a typically dynamic 146, in a first innings where
Ravindra Jadeja also made a hundred, proved Stokes’
side did not have a copyright on attacking play. 

“When your players are doing well, are in good
form, then you can play really positively, can take
the game forward,” said Dravid. “We also showed
when Rishabh Pant and Ravindra Jadeja were play-
ing in the first innings - we played pretty positive
cricket. “But when two positive players or attacking
players are in good form, and can play such a big
innings, and that happens in three to four matches
continuously it looks good for cricket and also for
them.” —AFP

Root happy to
be an England
‘rock star’
BIRMINGHAM: Joe Root said
England captain Ben Stokes had
urged the side to play like “rock
stars” following a record-breaking
win over India. Set 378 for victory in
the Covid-delayed fifth Test, more
than any other England team have
managed and the eighth highest
chase in the 145-year-old’s format
history, the hosts’ made a mockery of
the challenge during a seven-wicket
win achieved with more than two
sessions to spare at Edgbaston on
Tuesday.

Root finished on a commanding 142
not out, with Yorkshire team-mate
Jonny Bairstow’s unbeaten 114 his sec-
ond hundred of the match and fourth
in his last five Test innings. Root, after
compiling his 28th Test century, wig-
gled his little finger at the England
changing room in a reference to a
scene from the recently-released Baz

Luhrmann movie ‘Elvis’, about the leg-
endary rock ‘n roll star Elvis Presley.

Stokes succeeded Root as captain
after the star batsman stood down fol-
lowing a run of just one win from 17
Tests. But England have struck few bum
notes since the appointment of a new
leadership pair in Stokes and coach
Brendon McCullum, with this their
fourth win from four matches under the
duo following a 3-0 whitewash of Test
world champions New Zealand.

“It’s about trying to have fun and
really relishing every opportunity you
get to showcase what you’re about
and put on a show for everyone,” said
Root. “It’s like being a kid again.” The
31-year-old, a veteran of 121 Tests,
added: “I don’t think I’ll ever be able
to feel or look like a rock star but for
10 seconds out there I might have
done. “That’s what the little pinkie
celebration was about. Ben watched
the Elvis film the other day and he’s
been doing that all week. It was a little
tribute to him.”

Root, while essentially an orthodox
batsman, said all-rounder Stokes had
encouraged him to broaden his reper-
toire, with a reverse ramp for six off
India medium-pacer Shardul Thakur

on Tuesday evidence of a growing
range of strokes. “The Yorkshireman
inside me is still saying ‘dig in, play
straight and get behind it’,” said Root,
mimicking a forward defensive shot.
“Then there’s the captain on my
shoulder saying ‘be a rock star’. So
you’re fighting between the two of
them, sometimes.”

Stokes suggested he would have
been happy with an even larger chase.
“There was a bit of me that almost
wanted them (India) to get 450
(ahead), to see what we did,” he said.
“Chasing 378 seven weeks ago would
have been a scary thing for us to look
at but we knew what we were going
to try and do. —AFP

England’s Joe Root 

Sri Lanka spin 
reinforcements ahead 
of Australia showdown
GALLE: Dimuth Karunaratne’s Sri Lanka are look-
ing to level the Test series with spin reinforcements
for the second match starting Friday against an
upbeat Australia. The tourists batted and bowled
with control on a turning Galle track in a crushing
opening win, forcing the hosts to turn to their one-
day heroes who helped beat Australia 3-2.

Spinners Maheesh Theekshana, Dinuth Wellalage
and Prabath Jayasuriya have been added to the Sri
Lankan squad along with all-rounder Lakshita
Manasinghe who bowls off-spin. “I was very sur-
prised with the selections for the first Test, because
I thought there were a couple of names that should
have been there after the one-day series perform-
ances,” former captain Aravinda de Silva told AFP.

Theekshana, a mystery spinner, claimed four
wickets and kept down the runs in the ODIs while
19-year-old Wellalage remained the leading bowler
with nine wickets from his left-arm spin. Both play-
ers are looking for their first Test cap in the absence
of Praveen Jayawickrama, who had been expected
to play the second match but tested COVID posi-
tive on Monday.

Australian spinner Nathan Lyon took a match
haul of nine wickets to lead his team’s domination in
the opener as they bundled out Sri Lanka twice for

212 and 113. But Aravinda remains confident in the
talent that Sri Lanka has. “All the guys are very,
very talented lot. You saw them play in the one-
dayers. It’s just that they need to understand that it’s
a mind game,” said the World Cup winner.

“Because they have the ability and just need to
be selective in shot-making and to understand their
roles. Having Angelo (Mathews) and Dimuth really
helps with their enormous experience in the condi-
tions that they are used to.” Mathews has rejoined
the Sri Lankan team after he tested COVID positive
on the third morning of the first Test. Australia, led
by Pat Cummins, beat the odds against the hosts
they suffered a 3-0 whitewash in 2016 to come up
with a clinical show in the first match.

Batting ‘courage’ 
If the bowlers got wickets, the batsmen scored

runs at a quick pace to manage a crucial lead of 109
in the first innings. Cameron Green batted with
maturity to rebuild the innings after an early stutter
and took the attack to the opposition with sweeps
and reverse sweeps in his match-winning 77.

Steve Smith lauded the courage shown by the
touring batsmen and said each one brought some-
thing different to the table. “It’s good we all play a
little bit differently,” Smith said. “There’s not the
same continuity, so bowlers have to change their
lengths a bit more and when you’re in a partnership,
you can cruise along quite freely. Just a really good
balance, and guys sticking to their plans for long
periods.” The 23-year-old Green said they must
have done some things right to force midway
changes in the opposition squad.

“Three days away and we don’t know what team
they are going to pick,” said Green, who has played
13 Tests since his debut in 2020. “So I guess if you
change opposition teams, you must be doing some-
thing right but you have to wait and watch who you
come up against.” With Lyon and fellow spinner
Mitchell Swepson forming a potent spin combo in
the big win and Travis Head adding to the slow
bowling force with his 4-10, it’s unlikely the tourists
will make changes. —AFP

GALLE: Sri Lanka’s captain Dimuth Karunaratne attends a
practice session at the Galle International Cricket Stadium in
Galle on July 6, 2022. —AFP

Bagnaia’s victory 
celebrations take 
a wrong turn
PARIS: Francesco Bagnaia apologized for
a “serious misjudgment” after the normal-
ly abstemious Italian MotoGP rider was
found to have been drink driving on the
Spanish holiday island of Ibiza. No one
else was involved in the accident early on
Tuesday but police sources told AFP that
the results of Bagnaia’s breathalyser test
showed “he was three times over the limit
of what is authorized (0.25mg per litre of
air exhaled)” under Spanish law. 

Bagnaia should face trial as anyone
found to be returning a level over 0.60mg
is considered to have committed a misde-
meanour. If found guilty he could be

compelled to carry out community serv-
ice and be fined - he could also be
banned from driving from between one to
four years. A police source discounted
the possibility of Bagnaia going to jail -
the offence carries a possible prison term
of three to six months - as “the damage is
very light and there is no one else
involved.” 

The 25-year-old Ducati star spun off
the road in his car after leaving a night
club where he had been celebrating his
victory in the Dutch Grand Prix on June
26. It was his third victory of the cam-
paign and came after he failed to finish in
the previous two races - last season’s
championship runner-up trails defending
champion and series leader Fabio
Quartararo by 66 points.

“On leaving a nightclub at 03h00 in
the morning (Tuesday) I was approach-
ing a roundabout when I finished with

my front wheels in a ditch without
involving other vehicles or people,” he
wrote on social media. “The alcohol level
taken by the police was above that

authorized by Spanish law.” Bagnaia
added he was “sorry” for this “serious
misjudgement which should not have
happened.” —AFP

MONTMELO: Honda LCR Japanese rider Takaaki Nakagami (center) falls provoking
the fall of Suzuki Spanish rider Alex Rins (right) and Ducati Italian rider Francesco
Bagnaia (left) during the Moto Grand Prix de Catalunya at the Circuit de Catalunya
in Montmelo. —AFP


